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INTERREG IVC programme
INTERREG IVC provides funding for interregional cooperation across Europe. It is implemented under
the European Community’s territorial co-operation objective and financed through the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF). The overall objective of the INTERREG IVC Programme is to improve the
effectiveness of regional policies and instruments. A project builds on the exchange of experiences
among partners who are ideally responsible for the development of their local and regional policies. The
areas of support are innovation and the knowledge economy, environment and risk prevention. The
programme aims to contribute to the economic modernization and competitiveness of Europe.
INTERREG IVC is linked to the objectives of Lisbon and Gothenburg agendas.

CHARTS project
Project Mission is to enrich regional policies with culture and heritage as added value for tourism
sustainability, by exchange experience amongst the partners in established Good Practices on the
sustainable management of culture, heritage and landscape through communication and collaboration,
keeping in mind the effects of innovation and creating a base of knowledge that can span well beyond
the project’s end.

Good Practices
1. Climate Change
2. Accessibility to Heritage
3. Effective Partnerships
4. Host Communities and Responsible Tourism
5. Quality Criteria
6. Visitor Information
7. Place Marketing
8. Cultural Routes
9. Railway Heritage
10. Local Products and Gastronomy
11. Traditional Skills and Trades
12. Cycling for Tourists
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Veneto Region – Department of Tourism

ITALY

8.

Vidzeme Tourism Association

LATVIA

9.

National Institute of Research-Development in Tourism

ROMANIA

10.

Mallorca Council - Environment Department

SPAIN

11.

Union of South-East Region Local Authorities

BULGARIA

12.

Greek Nation Tourism Organization

GREECE

13.

IBERTUR / University of Barcelona

SPAIN
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University of Thessaly

GREECE
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FOREWORDS

Raitis Sijats,
Chairman of the Board,
Vidzeme Tourism Association

“Communication between tourist and tourism service
providers are the goal to successful cooperation and
customers’ satisfaction. With increasing popularity and
development

of

modern

technologies,

visitor

information is becoming more complex and diverse for
travellers to be.
Meanwhile, traditional information channels also
include face to face contact and printed materials, which need to be developed
constantly.
Cultural tourism destination governments and project partners can learn a lot from each
other to maintain and develop sustainable products, strengthen economy.
It is my pleasure that we can share our experience, exchange good practice and learn
from other project partners.”
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SUMMARY
This Guide is developed to help and introduce the
reader with the best practices on enhanced information
to Visitors through Information Centres and Info
Kiosks, ICT applications, DVD Video documentaries,
Multimedia production, New Media Tools, Virtual
Reality, 3D Animation, Creativity and Innovations
through Social Media, Networking and Web
Applications and Information on conserving natural
and cultural heritage and diversity. In the Guide,
different forms and approaches have been studies and
reviewed. Good practice examples and cases are used,
so readers of this Guide can receive not only
theoretical, but also practical knowledge that can be
easily transferred and applied in other regions.
These good practice examples examines contemporary
challenges and issues on visitor information,
demonstrated good practices and examples including
information dissemination through face-to-face
contact, printed materials as well as internet and other
modern technologies.
This Guide includes good practice examples on visitors information at national and regional level in
Latvia, such as Regional Clustering, examples of Riga – The European Capital of Culture 2014 as well as
the National structure on information exchange. On the local level numerous examples on local tourism
and visitor information centres in Latvia are shown. Also the importance of the web-based and mobile
dissemination channels and have been illustrated with various examples. Particular emphasis has been put
on Social networks and their role in Visitor Information process. In order to provide the reader of this
Guide with more insight into the tourism specifics of Latvia (which has been used as an example to
illustrate the Visitor Information process) this section of the Guide provides a brief overview of the key
figures about the current situation. For this purpose the data of the Central Statistics Bureau of Latvia has
been used.
The Guide consists from six parts: The Summary, first of all, followed by the background Information on
Visitor Information (previous studies, impact and contribution of the visitor information to tourism
industry, definitions etc.) as the second part. The third part is dedicated to key IT knowledge related to
cultural tourism destinations including the social media and use of information. The fourth part of the
Guide analyzes the various policy implications on tourism regarding the use of visitor information. The
fifth part demonstrates the best practices adopted in Latvia. The sixth section of the Guide depicts tourism
information centres, where to find them and their employees, including their responsibilities.
The Guide is developed by CHARTS project partner Vidzeme Tourism Association (VTA) from Latvia.
VTA is a non-governmental international not-for-profit organization, established in 1997 that represents
the interests of about 32 local municipalities and more than 50 entrepreneurs of Vidzeme.
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The main aim of VTA is to bring together people, governmental institutions and businesses working in
tourism sector in order to collectively advertise and promote Vidzeme region, as well as to allocate
financial resources from the state for tourism development. VTA frequently participates in the local as
well as international tourism exhibitions, representing Vidzeme region as well as hosts many journalist
visits each year through Vidzeme region. VTA is also involved in various EU co-funded projects, most
notably in the fields of cultural and cycling tourism.
All materials are available on CHARTS Official Website http://www.charts-interreg4c.eu

1. INTRODUCTION
While traveling or being abroad, every piece of information is essential. Whether it is about the location
itself (e.g. history of a popular destination of city or country) or more general information – weather,
prices, rental services or internet access – the amount and quality of information is an essential indicator
for travelers’ satisfaction of the whole journey.
The information provided to the visitor must be up to date, truthful, accurate and clear, so the visitor don’t
have redundant questions and issues that could be avoided. With the ever-increasing access to the internet
and other means of communication, visitors-to-be often prefer reviews of other tourists on a specific
destination more than official sources – tourism homepages, printed materials and on-site personal
contacts.
Thus, the topic on Visitor Information can be categorized into three main groups:
1. Face to face information via personal contact in visitor and tourism centres,
2. Information through modern technologies – internet, mobile apps, touch screens etc., and
3. Printed materials such as flyers, maps, leaflets, booklets and other.
Ideally, all three information channels should be available to the potential visitor.

1.2. Objectives
The main objective of the Guide is to provide its readers with the best practices, case studies and
know-how on information dissemination to visitors, in order to enable a successful knowledge
transfer and application afterwards.

1.3. Target groups
Target groups of the Guide are CHARTS project partners, professionals working in tourism and cultural
industries, policy-makers and employees as well as volunteers and students of the national, regional and
local regional and local authorities, destination management authorities, destination agencies, tourism
promotion bodies, tourism boards, tourism associations, tourism networks, cultural networks, EU
institutions, international bodies and other interested stakeholders. The Guide is also suitable for the
readers who want to gain in-depth information on visitor information and how it is being disseminated.
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Moreover, the various means how the tourism information centres are operating, depending on their
function and location, have also been analyzed.

1.4. User`s Guide
This Guide on Visitor Information is part of the Visitor Information Toolkit that consists of:
1. The Guide
2. DVD Video clip
3. Summary presentation
4. Leaflet
Toolkit can be found on CHARTS Official Website http://www.charts-interreg4c.eu for everyone
interested. It contains pictures related to the topic and good practices.

2. VISITOR INFORMATION: INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND TO THE
ISSUES
To better understand the various concepts related to the visitor information in this Guide, definitions are
followed by:
Definitions:


Visitors: all types of tourists as well as day
travelers;



Tourist: leisure and business travelers with at
least 1 night stay, including visiting friends and
relatives;



Visitor Information Centre (VIC): serving all
visitors, functioning as a welcome centre to
destination, region, settlement, city, province,
tourism object etc;



Tourist Information Centre (TIC): serving
tourists to destination, region, settlement, city,
region, province, tourism object etc.



Tourist Information Point (TIP): a display
(mostly unstaffed and with limited opening times)
of tourist information approved by a regional, area
or local tourist board



Information: a collection of facts and knowledge
from which decisions can be made;
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Visitor Information: interactions throughout visitor journey, influencing decision making (choice
of destination, length of stay, what to see, do and experience during visit, whether to return or
recommend to others)
o Providing a valuable welcome and information service to the visitor ‘in-destination’;
o Converting the marketing inspiration into planning and booking stages.

Visitor information is a vital component for every trip – it helps travelers to navigate between various
offers and also gives them practical information about particular place of visit. The information must be
easily accessible and comprehensible to everyone.
Hence, visitor information centres (VICs) and Tourism information centres and points (TICs and TIPs)
are important sources of information for visitors both before arrival at their destination as well as during
their visit. However, nowadays tourism information can also be accessed on internet, through mobile
applications, social networks, interactive games and other means.
This section of the Guide introduces the reader with the key concepts of the visitor information as well as
a short overview about tourism statistics in Latvia to provide a further context for examples provided in
the guide. The impact and contribution of the visitor information on tourism have also been elaborated.

2.1. Visitor Information
In many countries the tourism development, and accordingly – the legislation and core information is
structured on three main levels – National, Regional and Local.
On a National level the information is produced, gathered and disseminated by countries’ National
tourism Body.
On regional level information is gathered and disseminated by the regional tourism associations.
Associations can be regional in general and also narrowed, for example rural tourism or hotel associations
(for further details about the National structure on tourism organization, please, consult Section 5.1. of the
Guide).
On the local level information can be disseminated in visitor and tourism information centers and points.
Tourist information centers (TIC) provide visitors to a location with information on the area's attractions,
lodgings, maps, and other items relevant to tourism.
Often, these centers are operated at the airport or other port of entry, by the local government or chamber
of commerce. Often a visitor center is called simply an information center.
Tourism Information Centers (TICs) are directly the most actual and correct providers of information
essential for the tourists – hotels, attractions, events, transportation etc. Often TICs also assist with
practical services, e.g. employees can call hotels or transport companies and book services instead of a
traveler, especially in countries where the locals lack foreign language skills.
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TICs are mostly located near popular tourist attractions; however they can also serve the function as a
cashbox and information provider at the same time – e.g. sales of tickets, souvenirs, booking of hotels and
tickets as well as mediator between other tourism enterprises.

As can be seen from the illustration above, TICs also divide in variations depending on their location,
infrastructure and pattern. Functions of a TIC can also depend on its location – if it operates as a separate
object or as a part of a bigger tourist attraction.

2.3. Tourism
Tourism is an important sector of the European Union's economy. It supports economic growth and
employment. One of the biggest challenges, however, is to reinforce and improve sustainable tourism
development in order to ensure the long-term competitiveness of the industry.
By managing tourism in a sustainable one aims to ensure that the limits and capacity of the tourism
resources are recognized and encourages the tourism development that balances and optimizes the
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immediate economic, environmental and socio-cultural benefits, whilst also ensuring the long-term future
for the European tourism industry.
EU priority is that Europe maintains its position as the leading tourism destination in the world. Since
1990, the number of international tourist arrivals to the EU has more than doubled. However, in order to
retain its market share, the EU's tourism industry needs to significantly improve its competitiveness and
sustainability, taking into account various aspects such as product and service quality, social and
environmental responsibility, natural resources, and diversity of cultural heritage and local identities.
More specifically, the proposed activities for the future include: the establishment of a European Tourism
Label for Quality Schemes, supporting a more flexible visa policy, encouraging the increase of the
tourism flows intra EU and from the third countries, developing the European Charter for a Sustainable
and Responsible Tourism and the European Virtual Tourism Observatory, as well as a number of actions
to improve the accessibility of tourism services and develop skills in the sector.
With Europe’s valuable and rich cultural history, it is important on the EU level to maintain and preserve
cultural traditions in the region. Making Europe more accessible for everyone, developing projects to
renew and reestablish various sites, thus helping both local and regional economy. With the growing
accessibility, various events (e.g. the European Culture Capitals) and continuous development, Europe is
becoming more and more popular culture tourism destination worldwide.
The overall number of travelers
in recreational and other
personal trips in Latvia and
abroad was 1.21 million on
2012 as compared to 1.25
million on 2013. The most
active traveler groups were
people in age group 35-54. The
average duration of the trip for
non-residents in Latvia were 1.4
days in 2012 and 1.4 days in
2014. The average daily
expenditure per traveler range
75-80 euros.
The International visitors on
2012 were mostly from Russia,
Lithuania and Sweden. These
are permanent tendencies in Latvia, and also in-line with the National tourism policy on High Priority
Foreign Markets. Also the tourism entrepreneurs are adapting this apportionment by disseminating
information in respective languages and through country-specific channels.
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2.4. Visitor Information impacts on Tourism
Prior knowledge of a destination influences visitors' choice, their activities, and also the rewards they
seek. In order to gain a more profound (e.g., enjoyable, enriching, and informative) consumption
experience, visitors can enhance their knowledge of the destination by gathering information from various
sources such as family and friends, other visitors, mass media and websites. Past experience is assessed
on the basis of number of previous visits (actual experience). As a self-reported measure, familiarity is
assessed on the basis of degree of pre-visit information visitors. Knowledge of the destination is vital
especially when the location is visited for the first time. Nowadays, everyone can look up for feedback on
various internet sites like TripAdvisor (evaluation and experience of locations), Booking.com (booking
service + evaluation) and million other.
Enhanced information to Visitors through Information Centres & Info Kiosks helps travelers to answer
their questions, giving practical information on accommodation, attractions etc. ICT applications, DVD
Video documentaries, Multimedia production can give in-depth view on destinations – gain or decrease
tourist flow. New Media Tools, Virtual Reality, 3D Animation, Creativity, Innovations through Social
Media, Networking and Web Applications are often used as marketing tools for customer attractions.
Their often involve various events, campaigns, inviting customers to join in.
With the development of mobile apps and quality of them, more and more application regarding
photography are making their way as information disseminators. For example, photo-editing mobile
applications (for example Instagram, Flickr are both photo-editing and social application, where everyone
can take photos of a destination. Blogs can be used as travel descriptions as well as online photo-albums.
Since the internet is easy to browse and information is easy to find, it has become number one tool to find
information and feedback needed. All available information on almost everything is easy to access and
gathered together.
On locations, where internet is unavailable, printed materials and information stands are placed. Maps,
descriptions of routes and various leaflets can help visitors to navigate on location themselves. Printed
materials can help travelers to be independent, especially in situations, where locals or travelers couldn’t
communicate in the same language.
As central information disseminators, tourism and visitor centers combine information channels mention
above – internet services and printed materials, which often are available at the centers. Information
centers, based on their location, can also function as an entrance to a tourism site and operate as a ticket
seller and visitor counter for more precise statistic data.

2.5. Contribution of Tourism to Visitor Information
Undeniably, feedback of others and printed materials have a big impact on travelers choice and
expectations. But – not always the internet or booklets can give all the information to traveler. Non
standard and specialized questions and issues sometimes can only be answered by special staff – such as
customer service. For this purpose, tourism information centers are intended. With the helpful, wellinformed staff and face-to-face contact, travelers can get the right and actual answers.
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Effective communication between the company and the customer involves regular contact and follow-ups
between both parties. Thus, regular interactions enhance the creation of a social bond that helps, on the
one hand, in making the customer – company relationship more resistant against service failures and, on
the other hand, improve perceived service quality. Listed below are some of the key qualities that are vital
for the visitor centres:


Professional approach towards visitors;



Ability to generate income through sales (souvenirs, etc);



Unique point of reference for the visitor ;



Collaboration between public and private sector;



Effective distribution;



Aims to improve visitor satisfaction, customer service to increase spending and reasons for
visitors to return and recommend others to visit;



Presence of the destination on press and media;



Sustainable development.
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3. Visitor Information and Modern Technologies
This chapter contains good practice examples and case studies regarding Visitor information and
technologies in Latvia.
Definitions used thorough this chapter are:
 Information Centres & Info Kiosks – establishments, often managed by local governments or
regional municipalities with the main aim – to provide information for visitors of particular area.
 ICT applications - Information and communications technology - extended synonym for
information technology (IT), more specific term that stresses the role of unified communications and
the integration of telecommunications (telephone lines and wireless signals), computers as well as
necessary enterprise software, middleware, storage, and audio-visual systems, which enable users to
access, store, transmit, and manipulate information.
 DVD Video documentaries, Multimedia production- films, movies regarding various topics for
entertainment or knowledge purposes.
 New Media Tools - content available on demand through the internet, containing interactivity,
creative participations and feedback. It can be accessed on various digital devices. It includes online
blogs, newspapers, social media sites, games.
 Virtual Reality, 3D Animation – software presented to the user as a real environment. 3D is
simplest form of virtual reality that can be explored interactively.
Internet Access and Availability:
The internet availability and speed are crucial factors both for visitors and employees serving the visitors
on a daily basis.
Moreover, wireless internet (WiFi) access can raise the
number and time visitors spend in visitor information
points and centres. Often the visitor will also spend their
time posting pictures or posts on social networks like e.g.
Facebook and Twitter or location-based social
networking websites (Foursquare) with surrounding
attractions and sights.
However, internet is not the only channel for tourism
information searching and dissemination. The
information can also be gathered electronically or from
other information sources such as guidebooks,
commercial brochures, travel agents etc.
Customers create value not only for themselves and the company, but also for other customers due to the
fact that they often share their travel experiences in online social networks. This development has shifted
considerable power to customers’ side.
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3.1. Location based web-pages
Location based web-pages mean that particular city, parish or region has its own website. Often website is
divided into different sections, for example – news, gallery, tourism, government, events, contacts, job
offers etc.
These websites are intended both for locals who want to get the news about particular place and tourists
who want to visit the place. Usually, the website is developed by the local self-government who
cooperates with public relations and tourism department.

Developers of these websites must take into account that websites are visited by local inhabitants and tourists,
so everyone can easily find information they need. For example, locals may use the city website to browse job
offers, but tourists – places of interest, where to eat and stay. More and more local governments are making
their websites practical – with possibilities to pay for parking tickets, report trash and defective infrastructure.

Mostly two content formats are used on the majority of the tourism websites. The first one is content
heavy with “boxed” units or text that allows users to discover new activities by chance.
The other content format is more visual and allows the visitors to pick or search for types of activities
they are interested in before bringing them to a new page with related content. With the rise of smart
phone users, especially among travelers, it is very important for the websites to have a complimentary
mobile app or to be easily accessible on a mobile device.
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3.2. Social media and social networks
Social media is playing an increasingly important role as information sources for travelers. Studies (e.g.
Gretzel, Xiang 2010)3 confirm the growing importance of social media in the online tourism domain. It
also provides evidence for challenges faced by traditional providers of travel-related information. Use of
the Web as a new information dissemination channel by VICs and TICs is now widespread. Because the
World Wide Web has been seen as the most effective advertising and marketing tool, more and more
enterprises in tourism industry are trying to catch the opportunity by setting up their own websites.
However, whether their efforts can be successful still depends on the accessibility of their websites, the
content they offer and how well they have been marketed by taking into account the potential user.

Source: ECTN
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Besides developing own website, which can be an expensive and
long process, many tourism enterprises – TICs, Tourism
Associations, hotels, cafés, museums etc. are makings their pages
and accounts on social networks like Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram, as already described before.
Information for visitors can be transferred through touch-screens,
interactive screens, CD’s with games or interactive (360 tours).
Screens can be located in museums, tourism information centres,
but CD’s and DVD’s can be sold as souvenirs.
While there is a lack of a formal definition, “social media” can be
generally understood as Internet-based applications that carry
consumer-generated content which encompasses “media
impressions created by consumers, typically informed by relevant
experience, and archived or shared online for easy access by
other impressionable consumers” (Blackshaw, 2006). This
includes a variety of applications in the technical sense which
allow consumers to “post”, “tag”, “digg”, or “blog”, and so forth,
on the Internet.
Social media exist in a variety of forms and serve numerous purposes. Consumer-generated content
supported through social media is “a mixture of fact and opinion, impression and sentiment, founded and
unfounded tidbits, experiences, and even rumor”. Virtual tourist communities such as “Lonely Planet”
and “IGoUGo”, where tourists can exchange opinions and experiences on topics of common interests,
have been around at least since the late 1990s, and several researchers have investigated their roles and
impacts in the context of travel.
Social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn are getting more popular and often
replace official homepages. Because of the similar and clear format more enterprises decide to make their
profiles solely on the social media platforms because of the many advantages they have to offer, most
notably the start-up cost. For some visitors, social media can replace news and TV as they can find latest
offers, pictures and reviews from people they know and other well-trusted sources.
Often bigger-scale profiles (e.g. City) can promote their tourism offers because people are most likely
following the profile of a city, and to obtain the detailed information from the profile of e.g. museum.
However, one of the hardest parts of maintaining social media accounts is to update them on a regular
basis. At the same time profiles must be appealing, information cannot be too much (3-5 news each day
from other sources and same from account itself). Pictures and videos, especially if they are taken by
visitors, can also be shared.
With the over-saturated information most visitors receive today, pictures, videos and short texts rather
than long posts and articles will draw visitor’s attention as it takes less time. Photo and video-featured
social media place are Instagram (different patterns available to make photo more interesting), Flickr
(Photo hosting), Vimeo and YouTube (Video hosting sites).
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As shown below, project CHARTS partner activities on social networks can vary, depending on networks
general purpose. In following screenshots, information dissemination through social media is shown.

CHARTS project page on Facebook.
As shown above, visitor of the page can see the next event within the project.

Vidzeme Tourism Associations’ page on Facebook.
Contact information is shown (phone number, e-mail and homepage). Photo galleries, publications,
events and videos are also included.
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Account of Vidzeme Tourism association on Instagram.
It includes pictures from various places in Vidzeme, as well including associations’ partners. Posts show
hashtags as well (e.g. #vidzeme #northernlatvia #latvia #bestenjoyedslowly #culture #tourism etc.).

The Vimeo account of Vidzeme Tourism association includes many videos on diverse projects regarding
tourism and culture.
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3.3. Interactive Games and Touchscreens
Information about particular destinations and regions also can be transferred through interactive games or
models. For example, as a good practice in Vidzeme region (Latvia), Ms Marija Markule, student from
Vidzeme University of Applied Sciences in Valmiera, Latvia, developed an interactive cultural game
about Vidzeme region as a part of CHARTS projects requirement on information dissemination.
The game consists of CHARTS project partners – 11 counties (Municipalities) of Vidzeme Region. Each
county was used as a one stage of game. Each stage is different from another.
The game includes such tasks
as crosswords, puzzles, video
with
question
afterwards,
picture analysis, drag & drop
texts etc. Every stage of game
is adjusted to match each
counties’
unique
cultural
attractions.
After the game was finished, it
was published in Vidzeme
Tourism Associations home
page, and is currently available
in
Latvian
only
at
www.vidzeme.com/spele
The target groups of the game
differ – it could be used as a
quiz for students and scholars
or
as
an
information
dissemination tool for tourism professionals. The concept of the game can be adopted for different
regions and countries or even bigger regions like Europe.
While forming cultural tourism games, it is very important to include information about different types of
cultural tourism - military, religious, local and national heritage etc. Another important aspect when
designing the game is to cooperate with the tourism information centers and local municipalities to obtain
the information.
Apart from the interactive web-based applications (like the before-mentioned game), visitor information
can also be transferred through interactive touch-screens, CD’s or DVD’s with games and movies or
interactive (360 tours). Touch-screens and Interactive-screens can be located in museums and tourism
information centres inside and also outside, to access information after working hours.
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3.4. Mobile applications
The customers in today’s world are constantly on the move and using mobile applications more than ever.
Whether they use mobile phones, tablets, or other mobile devices they want to have all the information
they need. That’s why mobile applications are so much important in today’s market, especially in tourism
industry. Apps allow customers to access all information at their fingertips. Also, it is important that
applications are designed to work cross-platform.
Numerous mobile applications are developed by tourism enterprises and organizations every day. They
can be as mobile versions of websites, games, reservation systems and location based applications.

For example, Latvian Tourism Development Agency has released a mobile app based on Latvian National
Tourism portal www.latvia.travel. It includes not only information about attractions, but it locates nearest
attractions using phones GPS signal. Application is available in different languages and can be
downloaded for free.
Some cities in Vidzeme region are developing audio guides as mobile apps, or sometimes individual
phone number that are found near popular objects, and they operate as an audio guide for objects.
Apps can be downloaded on phone, tablet, computer and other devices. For iPhone users it is AppStore,
for android – GooglePlay. Most of tourism-related applications are for free.
Case study: Riga – the capital of WiFi, 2014
In April 2013 more than 260 000 Latvian internet users decided that they would like free WiFi points to
be available throughout Latvia in the future. Lattelecom, the Latvian national telecommunications
company, started a project with 2,000 free Wi-Fi access points, and within a year thei number has
doubled. In Riga, the capital of Latvian and European Captial of Culture 2014, users have access to nearly
1,000 free WiFi points, which also makes Riga the European capital of free WiFi.
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Because of the wide coverage of free wifi throughout the city
Riga has surpassed capital cities as Tallinn, Stockholm, Vienna,
Paris and Helsinki.
Overall, more than 3700 free wifi points are now available in
Latvia. They cover 21 hospitals, 165 educational institutions, the
largest Latvian town squares, parks and other outdoor areas and
important public places. Some points are called “WiFi bench” and
available in city parks.
Ms Karina Pētersone, the Director of the Latvian Institute admits
that "Internet speed and availability for many years has been the
Latvian success story. This not only attains international fame for the country as one of the pioneers of
Internet infrastructure on a global scale, but also has positive implications for tourist visiting the country
by creating a long-term recognition. Over the past 20 years Latvia has grown into a progressive country
with highly developed ICT. This is a permanent value, the basis for our continuous growth. Riga as the
capital of free WiFi once again confirms Latvia’s achievements in modern technologies. Nowadays, when
new technologies help communicate and make life easier, availability of the Internet is becoming an
important factor in people's lives. Everything that can be done faster makes us more competitive. We can
be proud of the fact that foreign tourists visiting Latvia feel the difference in the possibilities offered by
the Internet connection. It is also a part of Latvian hospitality".
Case study of Riga – European Capital of Culture, 2014
The status of the Capital of Culture is an excellent marketing tool to attract new international visitors or
renew old traditions with a new approach. Capitals of Culture attract tourists as well as many new printed
materials are released; new web-pages and
attractions are developed. Tourists can also
visit both the current and previous capitals of
culture in order to enjoy the various activities
that have become traditional.
The event programme envisages several
hundreds of exciting cultural events, including
the pride of place given to amber, which
historically linked many nations but in
modern Latvia is used in different new ways.
During 2014 everyone was able to become
acquainted with works and contributions of
these personalities, as well as evaluate the
marks on the modern Latvian music, fine arts, cinema and pop culture, as museums and other depositories
prepared special exhibitions and shows for this event trying to outclass one another in diversity to attract
attention of the interested persons.
More than 12,000 participants from almost hundred various cultural institutions: national, local and nongovernmental have engaged in the cultural capital of Europe event programme preparation.
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Riga's — European capital of culture — event programme features both modern and historical trends
which have left significant traces in the society's memory and culture. Fine arts exhibitions and modern
art festival "Survival Kit", which in a few years' time has become a much-awaited event in the general
public, several performances, festivities, promotions and attractions and, the light festival "Shine on,
Riga!" which lightens up our capital in the darkest time of the year.
Riga 2014 is a good example of information dissemination through modern technologies alongside with
classic culture events.

4. Information Dissemination through Personal Contact (Face-toFace)
The peronal contact mostly is considered the most reliable due to the possibility of asking questions and
getting answers at once. However, most visitors start to gather and analyze information of their intended
destination before visiting it and this is what travel exhibitions and trade fairs are offering.
Thus, the printed materials and personal contact enables the travelers to gather information at the trade
fair about a specific destination before they travel, but tourism information centers (points) and visitor
information centres help visitors with up-to-date information together with other information
dissemination channels – internet and printed materials, when they have reached the destination.

4.1. Tourism and travel trade shows and exhibitions
Visitors have various reasons when they visit travel fairs and exhibitions: some gather information by the
theme, or being encouraged to visit by media coverage. However, half of the visitors perceive travel fairs
to be an important distribution channel through which they could get special deals on travel to desirable
destinations (or at least source information). It seems likely that consumer travel show attendance may be
closely linked with the individual leisure desires of the visitor. There are also visitors whose primary
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motivation is to undertake an ongoing information search and attend seminars to maintain their awareness
of new trends with the tourism industry.
Exhibitions are also an important component of the Meeting, Incentive, Convention and Exhibition
(MICE) industry, also known as the business events industry, although “exhibition” and “trade show” are
frequently used interchangeably to refer to showcases of products and services.
Exhibitions, in the form of trade and consumer exhibitions, represent major sales promotion
opportunities. Companies spend millions of Euros on trade show participation, selling products,
identifying new prospects, introducing new or modified products, testing new products, and servicing
current customers. On the other hand, visitors of the consumer exhibitions have multiple attendance
motivations, including purchasing, gathering information, and keeping abreast of current trends.
Since consumer exhibitions rely on high visitor numbers, in turn leading to increased income generation
for exhibition owners and higher potential for sales among exhibitors, an enhanced understanding of the
consumer behavior of visitors is vital.
The choice, which exhibition and trade fairs to attend largely depends on the availability of resources and
availability of external funding, as well as the State support. One must also keep in mind which markets
are high priority, and which products are most likely to sell.

During the last years, Vidzeme Tourism Association has participated in many tourism fairs in Europe and
Russia, where many projects, including CHARTS project were presented. Since CHARTS includes
cultural traditions, Vidzeme Tourism Association stand and participants were withheld in pristine style,
which attracted visitors - potential tourists.
In some exhibitions Vidzeme was also presented both in the national Stand (organized by Latvian
National Tourism Development Agency) and own stand that represents the regional level.
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4.2. Visitor information vs. Tourist information
Pearce & Tan (2004)1 defines a visitor centre as “a clearly labelled, publicly accessible, physical space
with personnel providing pre-dominantly free of charge information to facilitate travellers’ experiences”.
A visitor center is a specific attraction or place of interest, such as a landmark, national park, national
forest, or state park, providing information (such as trail maps, maps with campsites etc.) and in-depth
educational exhibits and artifact displays (for example, about natural or cultural history). Often a film or
other media display is used. If the site has obtained a permit on guided tours (where such requirements
exist), the visitor center is often the place where these are coordinated.
Main Responsibilities of TIC and VIC employees (depends on the country):


Primary – to give accurate and up to date information for travelers – brochures, maps, e-mails etc.



To contact and cooperate with tourism entrepreneurs of the region;



If the TIC is near the tourism attraction – to sell tickets and souvenirs;



To organizing events in connection with tourism in region – workshops, seminars, meetings,
concerts, exhibitions;



To organize/host meetings, public forums;



To inspect tourism objects;



To inform business and also students;



To administer tourism website and social networks;
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The key Requirements for TIC/VIC Employees (depends on the country):


Detailed and up-to-date knowledge about the region (Local employees, live in the region);



Foreign language skills - written and oral;



Personal qualities: polite, smiling, patient and sociable;



Agility and readiness to answers specific questions;



Technical skills – IT and Social media;



Thinking “outside the box” - can come up with their own ideas.

Where to find good TIC/VIC employees?


High school graduates with tourism, communication or business major;



Interns/volunteers – still studying. Later they can become full time employees.

Staff, including interns and volunteers, has a prominent promotional role, the baseline function of visitor
centers.
Visitor center volunteering is attractive for a number of reasons, not least because the activity itself is
enjoyable and the visitors with whom volunteers are interacting are generally people enjoying themselves
whilst on holiday or a leisure trip. Moreover, visitor center volunteering offers benefits which can be
gained from many forms of volunteering, such as social contact, however the interviews with visitor
center managers identified there are also specific factors related to visitor centers. Visitor center
volunteering attracts residents who want to showcase their home town or region. Volunteers act as a
bridge between the tourism sector and the local community.

4.3. Printed materials
In many occasions it is impossible to provide internet access or personnel at all places and times. This is
where printed materials come in handy. Printed information can be used as an aide or even as a souvenir.
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Most Popular Printed Materials for Tourists are:


Activity-themed or general information brochures;



Maps (roads, reliefs);



Specialized brochures (e.g. traveling with children, cycling routes, historical objects etc.);



Offers from tourism operators;



Books, guide books – about region, both historical and informative (includes photo-books);



Printed materials as souvenirs – postcards, books, location-specific souvenirs;



Smaller pamphlets with maps, including advertisements and business contacts;



Other
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The Key Requirements for Quality Printed Materials:
Up-to-date information – especially contact information. It must be taken into account that these materials
often are used for several years. Therefore, it is also a disadvantage if something happens to tourism
enterprises (for example – if hotel has been closed down), because of the permanent information.

Quality and clearness of the visual information – Pictures must be clear, bright, in good quality and
attractive. Objects must be clearly visible so visitors can be sure that they have arrived at the correct
place. Picture search for brochures can be complicated and time consuming, but it is also a good way to
cooperate with local photographers (both professionals and amateurs). Also, fonts of the text must be
easily legible and not too small.

Short and simple description – it must be clear for everyone, without complex words and definitions
(especially for historical objects, it is important not to include difficult words etc.). It is advisable if the
text is proof-read by another person before printing to avoid spelling and grammar mistakes.

Clarity and scaling of the objects and pictograms. Objects, pictograms must be clearly seen and map can’t
be crowded with object numbers or pictograms.

The size of the materials – The size must be proportional for the purpose and territory of a map.

Material of the brochures – if the material is dedicated to cycling route, it can’t be made from a plain
paper, because cyclists are most likely to use it while cycling. It means that materials made for active
tourists must be made from laminated and harder paper (weatherproof).
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5. Policy Implications
Development of sustainable tourism policies could be a useful way of encouraging new forms of
business, increasing employment and promoting the conservation of landscapes.
The understanding of tourism policy-making and implementation is important due to the multi-faceted
nature of tourism and the complexity in inter-organizational relations and collaborative policy-making.
There are a variety of factors influencing policy implementation.
The issues regarding policy implementation have been studied from differing perspectives including the
top-down, bottom-up, and synthesis approaches. The top-down approach focuses on what and how to
control the environment in which the policy is implemented and how implementation of policy is
exercised by the policy-maker. The bottom-up approach focuses on how local communities or street-level
bureaucrats negotiate with people at the top level such as the national, federal or regional level
governments to formulate mutually agreeable policy.

6. Visitor Information Transfer process
The model for the implementation of ‘Visitor Information” established in Latvia can be used for other
European regions following a methodology structured as below: the information exchange into three levels
– national, regional and local.

Generally, the tourism planning and development as well as the information exchange in Latvia are
divided into three levels – national, regional and local.
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The National level:
The primary organization responsible for tourism in Latvia is Ministry of Economics. The Tourism
Development State Agency, working under the Ministry, is established in order to develop and implement
tourism policy as well as promote development of tourism as a sector of national economy in Latvia.

Source: Latvian Tourism Development Agency and Vidzeme Tourism Association
The Main Functions of the Agency:


To ensure implementation of Latvian tourism development policy;



To develop and implement tourism advertising and PR activities in Latvia and abroad, as well as
activities for promoting sale of tourism products (including international exhibitions, events etc.);



To implement local and international tourism projects;



To attraction external financial resources for tourism development, mostly from the EU.

The Main Tasks of the Agency:


To elaborate recommendations for improving regulatory enactments concerning tourism
development; tourism development projects, supporting their implementation and participation in
them,



To advertise Latvian tourism opportunities in local and international tourism markets;
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To arrange participation of Latvian tourism service
providers – businesses (companies) and organizations in
international tourism fairs;



To researching local and international tourism markets and
assess their markets;



To implement joint promotional activities with tourism
service providers – businesses (companies) and
organizations;



To assist and consult legal and physical entities regarding
issues within the competence of the Agency;



To assist and consult Latvian tourism service providers – businesses (companies) regarding the
actions of tourists in extraordinary situations in Latvia or abroad.

The Regional level:
In regional level the information is mostly transferred from the Agency, but on many cases the opinions
of the Regions are also evaluated (e.g. to determine the international exhibitions where to participate, to
compile the regional maps, organize various events etc.). Therefore, each historical region of Latvia has
their own regional tourism development body called “Association”. There are 4 regional Associations in
Latvia (and 1 in Riga), who unite the local tourism stakeholders of the particular region (e.g. tourism
businesses, local municipalities, educational institutions, physical persons). The Associations are not
directly funded by the State, therefore most of the financing comes through the membership fees and EU
co-financed projects that are implemented.
Vidzeme Tourism Association (VTA), the regional Association in the historic Northern Latvia region, is
located in Cēsis city, Latvia. VTA is a non-governmental international not-for-profit organization,
established in year 1997 that represents the interests of about 32 local municipalities and more than 50
entrepreneurs of Northern Latvia.
The main aim of Vidzeme Tourism Association is to bring together people, governmental institutions and
businesses working in tourism sector in order to collectively advertise and promote Vidzeme region, as
well as to allocate financial resources from the state for tourism development. VTA frequently
participates in the local as well as international tourism exhibitions, representing Vidzeme region. VTA
also host many journalist visits each year through Vidzeme region. There are also many European
projects where VTA is and has been involved.
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Website of Vidzeme Tourism Association.
However, there are also other Associations, who operate on all territory of Latvia. As an example, Latvian
Rural tourism organization (latv. - “Lauku ceļotājs”) currently has about 300 members – owners of rural
accommodations all over Latvia. The association is member of “EuroGites”, the European Federation for
Rural Tourism. The company is focused on small businesses providing a personal touch and detailed local
expertise. The association develops and issues various guidebooks and maps, organize seminars for rural
tourism professionals as well as participates in local and international tourism fairs.
Another example is the Association of Latvian Travel Agents and Operators (ALTA), who is a
professional public organization. The basic targets of the Association are to facilitate development of
international and local tourism in Latvia, to protect its professional and financial interests in the state
economic activities, to advertise abroad the possibilities of tourism provided within Latvia and to promote
tourist advertising in Latvia.
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On the other hands, The Association of Hotels and Restaurants of Latvia (The AHRL), is an organization
that unites hotels, guest houses, motels and restaurants for a professional cooperation. Associations’
mission is to improve quality of client servicing, properly arrange the hotel and restaurant market of
Latvia, to represent the hotel and restaurant business of Latvia in the world. The AHRL currently has 205
members, among them - hotels, guest houses, motels, restaurants, as well as "independent" restaurants, 5
educational institutions, which are preparing tourism and hospitality industry professionals.

The Local level:
In Local level the tourism development and information dissemination is provided by local
municipalities. Most of the Tourism information centers in Latvia are units of the local municipalities.
Others are subordinated by corresponding municipal department of development. Some TICs/VICs are
part of the local museums and library (they can also be located there). If TIC is run by a local
government, it can also function as a tourism operator, agent and perform the functions of local
development agency by carrying out the tourism policy coordination and development of the local
government, preparation of own budget, cooperation with other TICs, preparation of local and EU
projects. Therefore, the local government is the major funding source for tourism information center and
in some regions, it is also the only one source of funding. If the TIC is located by the popular tourism
object and sells tickets to the visitors, it can partly operate by its own funds, but usually this money is
invested in renovation, preservation of the object and salaries.
Several models of TIC location exist in Latvia as can be seen from the graph below.
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MODEL:

TIC/VIC as a separate building
which is
close to / near
tourism attractions

EXAMPLES IN VIDZEME REGION:

o Aloja County, Staicele City – located near museum
and other tourism attractions (on the left below);
o Valka County and City – near the city centre (on the
right below);
o Ape County and Gaujiena parish;

TIC/VIC + County / City Council

o Carnikava (on the left below), Ērgļi, Madona,
Gulbene (on the right below) Counties and Cities;
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o Limbaži County and City – TIC as a part of
old fire station (on the left below);
TIC + Tourism Attraction

o Turaida Museum Reserve – Entrance of
Medieval Castle;
o Līgatne County – VIC is an entrance to
Līgatne Nature Trails;
o Cēsis County and City – Medieval Castle
Complex; TIC is also an entrance to the
Medieval Castle, sales of tickets and souvenirs
(on the right below);

TIC + infrastructure –
located in gas, bus, train stations

o Saulkrasti County and City – located near the
beach - an entrance to the beach (on the left
below)
o Rauna County and City – located in the bus
station (on the right below);
o Vecpiebalga County – located near the gas
station;
o Sigulda County and City–located in the train
station
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Smaller information providers could be divided into
tourism information POINTS and BUREAUS

These models are productive and can be found all over in Latvia – and could be a perfect example for
other project partners and beyond. Moreover, almost every town and parish in Northern Latvia has at least
one Tourism information center or point, as can be seen from the picture below:

Source: Vidzeme Tourism Association
Not only TICs and VICs is playing important role in
tourism destinations -signposting and information
stands can give visitors directions and information in
places and tourism attractions where TIC services are
not available, thus for guidance of tourists and
travelers.
Meanwhile, road signs are the final directional link in a
communication process between the tourism operator
and the consumer.
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The specific role of the tourism and services signs is:
 To give advance notice of attractions and services, particularly where a change in direction is
required;
 To reassure tourists and travelers that they are travelling in the right direction;
 To give an immediate notice of an attraction or service and facilitate safe access;
 To direct the visitor to source of more tourism information.
Local Government authorities and visitor information centres are encouraged to develop and implement a
regular and systematic tourist sign inspection programme and to maintain an up-to-date sign inventory for
their area. For example, during the summer season 2013 major infrastructure activities within the
CentralBalticCycling project have been implemented by Vidzeme Tourism Assocation – more than 600
signs have been set-up as well as 16 bicycle parking stands and 12 information stands. Various activities
have also been carried out to promote Latvia and Vidzeme as a joint tourism destination, especially for
the cycling tourists.

New Cycling Tourism Information Stand in Saulkrasti city, Vidzeme. Photo: VTA
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Directional signs for prominent tourist attractions and
service facilities should meet the minimum essential
criteria. There are four major types of road sign used
by visitors to find tourist attractions and facilities.
These are direction signs, attraction signs, service
signs and community facilities signs.
Each can be denoted by a particular color scheme
which indicates their function.
In Vidzeme, tourist attraction signs cover such
areas and places as:










Commercial tourist attractions;
Heritage sites;
Historic sites, cities and towns;
Cultural objects;
Gauja National Park;
Different Natural Objects and Sights;
Accommodations;
Themed Tourist Routes;
Cycling Routes etc.

Tourist attraction signs are only available to establishments recognized as being of significant interest to
tourists. Essential criteria have been developed to assess tourist attractions in order to determine whether
a tourist attraction sign is recommended.
In Vidzeme region, in every city various signs and information stands are placed. Some near the tourist
attractions, some of them are road signs to the attractions nearby. Although it is acknowledged that ‘the
more signs the better’ argument can greatly increase the viability of local businesses, particularly those
catering to the visitor and travelling motorist, it must be remembered that tourist attraction and service
signs are provided not for advertising purposes but as a traffic management tool to help visitors get off the
main road quickly and safely.
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To avoid “unnecessary” signposting and to ensure commercial equity, it is recommended that each
business signposts only the nearest major road, and that confirmation signs positioned only along the
major access routes to the business. Tourist attraction and service operators should be encouraged to
make maximum use of the area’s Visitor Information Centre, roadside information bays and similar
outlets to promote the location of their business.

6.1. Tourism Clusters in Vidzeme region
The concept of a tourism cluster is adapted to the specific characteristics of tourism activity, whose
product is linked to its local base and to the joint action of an agglomerate of enterprises involved in the
region’s tourism product. The tourism product interacts with local base (physical space and social actors),
leading to joint actions of inter-related enterprises with greater power to create sustainable destinations.

Furthermore, the complementarities and interdependence among the parts of a tourism conglomerate
occur through the interaction and organization of the local actors as well as the necessary integration of
culture, economy and nature. Also the power of attraction depends on the differing potential of the
tourism product and its supporting services.
Case study of Tourism Cluster “Enter Gauja”
The idea to transform the Gauja National Park into joint
tourism destination emerged on year 2011. Shortly after
nine local Municipalities came together to create the Gauja
National Park tourism cluster. The money for the brand
development and promotion came from the Investment and
Development Agency of Latvia and the EU funds. Local
municipalities, companies and providers of the tourism
services as well as various touristic objects decided to join
their forces to promote the Park area in the international
market as a common sustainable tourism destination.
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There are about 60 businesses in the Cluster who are cooperating with the local governments to develop
the tourism. All parties involved in the Cluster have adopted a competitive position in the market of
nature tourism in the Baltic countries. However, the results of the cooperation won’t be attainable in a
year or two - the European experience suggests that it takes about 10 years to see full results.
The Gauja National Park tourism cluster, with an attractive and colorful stand, has also been promoted in
various tourism fairs – both local and international – during the last years, and it is expected to continue
to common brand promotion in the future as well.
The Core Values of Enter Gauja Tourism Cluster are:


Nature diversity;



Historical and cultural heritage;



Added value for nature activities;



National park “full of life”.

The long-term goal of Enter Gauja Tourism Cluster by year 2018 is to become the first choice tourism
destination outside Riga (the capital of Latvia), with a fixed market share of 8% among the international
visitors and 12% share in the local tourism market. Enter Gauja Tourism Cluster has also developed an
interactive and up-to-date homepage http://www.entergauja.org/en/ where the potential visitors can plan
their trip, using the various services the Cluster members have to offer.

Case study of cluster initiative Vidzeme Coast
Vidzeme Coast Cluster is an independent subsidiary of Vidzeme Tourism
Association since May 2013, when 5 coastal municipalities as well as
Environmental Protection Authority and tourism service providers entered into
a mutual agreement for tourism development. The agreement calls for joint
cooperation targeted to promote tourism in Vidzeme coastline, moving
Vidzeme Coast for the appropriate target markets as a common coastal tourism
destination.
Vidzeme Coast Cluster closely cooperates with Vidzeme Tourism Association
in various EU projects (including CHARTS) and is also represented in the
marketing board of VTA. The Coastal Cluster also participates in various
tourism exhibitions where the coastal identity is promoted; some activities on
tourism fairs also include degustation of the lamprey fish.
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The Future Vision of Vidzeme Coast is:
•

to continue the development of Vidzeme
Coast common brand;

•

to offer various tourism offers;

•

to develope various marketing activities;

•

to cooperate with other municipalities,
VTA and other tourism organizations;

•

to implement tourism local and crossborder tourism projects.

Case study of Cluster Initiative Vidzeme Highland
As a result of the successful examples of the previously-mentioned tourism clusters, new form of
cooperation is developing in Vidzeme Highland (Vidzemes Augstiene, also highest point of Latvia, the
Gaiziņkalns hill, can be found here), which consists of 5 local municipalities in order to jointly promote
the common cultural and heritage offer to the visitors.
Vidzeme Highland is rich with its cultural
traditions and a beautiful landscape; many
famous artists have chosen this area as their
home. Each year many cultural festivals and
concerts take place here as well as artisan
workshops and master classes. Vidzeme
Highland region aims to become one of the key
cultural tourism destinations in Latvia.
In order to achieve the target, new printed
materials and routes are developed e.g. the route
“Tour through the Highland of Vidzeme” which
includes popular tourism objects and sightseeing
places and is formed in a ways as an activity and
even competition where the participant gets a
stamp from each object he/she visits. Also, during the local and international tourism fairs the region is
promoted in a common stand.
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Case study of cluster initiative the Lower Daugava Tourism Region
On July 2014, six municipalities officially formed Tourism
Region called the Lower Daugava. The signed agreement will
develop and coordinate the cooperation between the local
TICs even stronger; the main goal is to strengthen the
common brand, attract those tourists who visit mainly the
Capital of Latvia – Riga as well as participate in joint tourism
exhibitions in order to promote a competitive tourism
destination
As with the other tourism clusters, the key actors involved are
local governments, tourism businesses and research institutions as well as the Environmental Protection
Agency (DDA) - an institution whose mission is to preserve and promote the diversity of nature.
So far, the Lower Daugava Cluster have already issued common tourist map that has been presented in
numerous tourism exhibition as well as launched an active campaign in the social media under the slogan
“Daugava.Travel” which is in-line with the international tourism domain .travel, popular and recognized
in many European countries and Worldwide.
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations
According to Grissemann and Stokburger-Sauer (2012)2 research paper “Customer co-creation of travel
services: The role of company support and customer satisfaction with the co-creation performance” in
Tourism Management magazine, the modern tourism industry is characterized by high-contact services in
which co-creation of customers plays a major role. Therefore, unique and memorable customer
experiences are of paramount importance for tourism service providers in order to remain competitive
advantage.
Moreover, creating a unique experience involves both customer participation and a connection which
links the customer to the experience. Value occurs in the interaction process itself rather than exclusively
in the provision of the service. Thus, involving customers in the creation of a travel arrangement helps
tailoring the service to the customers' particular needs and hence assists in creating a unique experience.
However, the well-rehearsed conundrum remains: only few visitors get anywhere near a TIC yet there is
significant (and measurable) added economic and reputational value from those who do, on this visit or
the next. Moreover, tourism businesses are collectively poor at keeping TICs informed, yet fulminate if
they do not receive business through them.


Well informed visitors stay longer in destinations, potentially move to other nearby destinations and
most important - they want to return ;



Tourist industry must ensure that information is modernized, integrated and keep up with
technological advances. There will be a rapid increase in the use of the technology to access visitor
information including mobile devices, QR codes, user generated content and social media;



Dedicated TICs will continue to play key role through staff skilled in costumer care and face-to-face
contact.

At the State level it is also important to ensure a coherent research and planning incentives, in order to
facilitate the communication between the regional and local tourism bodies, vis-à-vis transparent
communication channels and quality guidelines, even if the financial resources are not always available.
The cooperation at the regional level also provides new opportunities for the remote areas to attract more
visitors with relatively small resources and to be present and known internationally, while at the same
time retaining the local identity and uniqueness.
Frequent cooperation between various stakeholders, local meeting and workshops, international
exhibitions and experience exchange visits as well as participation in local and cross-border projects also
lead towards a positive learning curve.
The key to successful visitor information therefore lies in the ability to carefully match the needs of the
potential and returning visitors with the resources available. Consequently, a strong cooperation and
clustering is therefore encouraged at all levels, as it will not only enable to achieve multiple goals with
minor expenditure.
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Engaging
Culture
and service
Heritage for Sustainable Tourism Development
Communication between tourist
and
tourism
provider are the main key in successful
cooperation and customers’ satisfaction.
With increasing popularity and development of modern
technologies, visitor information is becoming more
complex and diverse for travellers to be.
Information channels also include face to face
contact and printed materials,
which need to be developed constantly...

The Interregional
Cooperation
Programme
INTERREG IVC, financed
by the European
Union`s Regional
Development Fund,
helps Regions of
Europe work together
to share experience and
good practice in the
areas of innovation,
the knowledge
economy, the
environment and risk
prevention.
EUR 302 million is
available for project
funding, but more than
that, a wealth of
knowledge and
potential solutions are
also on hand for
regional policy-makers

www.charts-interreg4c.eu
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